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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, United States, 2014. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 170 x 137 mm.
Language: English . Brand New. Anne Perry s acclaimed Charlotte and Thomas Pitt novels have
made London s exclusive world of wealth and power an addictive literary destination for listeners
everywhere. This masterpiece, a haunting story of love and treason, invites us not only into the
secret places of Britain s power but also into the innermost sanctums of the fin de siecle Austro-
Hungarian Empire. Thomas Pitt, once a lowly policeman, is now the powerful head of Britain s
Special Branch, and some people fear that he may have been promoted beyond his abilities. He,
too, feels painful moments of self-doubt, especially as rumors reach him of a plot to blow up
connections on the Dover-London rail line on which Austrian duke Alois Habsburg is soon to travel
to visit his royal English kin. Why would anyone destroy an entire train to kill one obscure Austrian
royal, or are the rumors designed to distract Pitt from an even more devastating plot? He must
resolve this riddle at once, before the damage is done. Meanwhile, in a London sickroom, an old
Italian woman at the end of...
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This sort of ebook is everything and got me to searching in advance plus more. I could comprehended everything out of this created e pdf. You are going to
like just how the author compose this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er

This ebook will not be simple to start on looking at but really enjoyable to read. It is one of the most awesome book we have study. Your life span is going to
be transform when you complete looking over this pdf.
-- K a yla  Gutkowski-- K a yla  Gutkowski
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